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Abstract

This  study ventures  into  uncharted  territory  by  exploring  the  seemingly  unrelated  realms  of
American cheese consumption and AutoZone's stock price. Utilizing data from the USDA and
LSEG Analytics, we embarked on a journey to unravel the enigmatic relationship between these
two titans of the industry. Our analysis revealed a remarkably strong correlation coefficient of
0.9535807 and a p-value of less than 0.01 for the period spanning from 2002 to 2021. These
findings not only left us gratefully surprised but also underscore the importance of taking a gouda
look at unconventional factors when assessing stock performance. Our results open new avenues
for  exploring  the  role  of  cheesy  snacks  in  financial  markets  and  may  provoke  investors  to
approach their portfolio with a bit more cheese-itivity.

1.  Introduction

The intersection of American cheese consumption and stock prices at  AutoZone may
seem like  a  pairing  as  strange  as  orange  juice  and  toothpaste,  but  our  research  has
unearthed  a  surprisingly  robust  relationship  between  these  two  seemingly  disparate
entities. As we delved into the world of cheese and stock market performance, we were
prepared for a feta-compli, but what we found was more cheddarly astounding than we
ever imagined.

The motivation behind this study stemmed from a mixture of curiosity and curiosity. With
the rise of alternate data sources in financial analysis, we couldn't resist the temptation to
explore whether a slice of American cheese could hold any predictive power over the
movement of AutoZone's stock (AZO). After all, who wouldn't want to diversify their
investment portfolio with some dairy diversity?
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Setting out to tackle this queso-tionable relationship, we endeavored to wield statistical
tools that could slice through the layers of data, melt away any confounding variables,
and ultimately reveal the creamy truth beneath the surface. Armed with data from the
USDA detailing  American  cheese  consumption  and  LSEG Analytics  providing  stock
price information for AutoZone, we embarked on a journey that was, well, a little cheesy,
to say the least.

It won't be gouda enough to simply present our findings; we also aim to provolone a
theoretical framework to make sense of this surprising connection. Naturally, the cheddar
the evidence, the better the chances of drawing meaningful conclusions. However, we
must remain cautious not to fall into the trap of making arbitrary associations - after all,
correlation does not always imply causation. Nevertheless, the excitement of uncovering
this correlation was enough to make us feel grate. Whether this connection is a mere
curd-iosity or a funda-brie-al shift in financial analysis remains to be seen.

As we dive into the depths of this cheesy partnership, we are both gouda-n and brrie-d for
the uncharted territory that lies ahead. In a world where market analysts are constantly
searching for the next big slice of information to help them stay ahead of the cheddar, we
believe our study adds a hole new dimension to the field of financial analysis, and we are
eager to share our findings with the investment community. After all, who wouldn't want
to make a feta return on their investments?

2.  Literature Review

     In "The Cheese Effect:  Dairy in  the Stock Market,"  Smith et  al.  delve into the
unexpected  influence  of  dairy  products  on  financial  markets.  Their  study,  while  not
specifically examining American cheese,  raises the broader question of the impact  of
cheesy  commodities  on  stock  prices.  Similarly,  Doe's  "Milk  Money:  Unraveling  the
Dairy-Stock Connection" examines the relationship between milk consumption and stock
performance, providing a framework for understanding the potential influence of dairy on
investment  outcomes.  Jones'  "The  Whey  to  Wealth:  Exploring  Dairy's  Impact  on
Financial  Markets"  further  supports  this  line  of  inquiry,  demonstrating  how  dairy
products might not only nourish our bodies but also impact our portfolios.

     Turning to more general economic literature, "Capitalism and Cheese: An Economic
History"  by  Economicus  Economopoulos  and  "Cheeseonomics:  The  Economics  of
Cheese" by Helen Cheddar explore the economic significance of cheese production and
consumption. While these texts do not directly examine the specific impact of American
cheese consumption on individual stock prices, they provide valuable insights into the
broader economic implications of cheese-related industries.

     Fictional works also offer intriguing perspectives on the intersection of food and
finance. In "The Big Cheese's Big Bet" by Warren Buffet Brie, the protagonist navigates
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the volatile  world of  stock trading while  also managing a  successful  gourmet cheese
business,  blending  two  seemingly  incongruous  domains  into  a  savory  narrative.
Additionally, "The Gouda Gamble" by A. Mozzarella delves into the high-stakes world of
investment banking, with the protagonist finding unexpected inspiration in the world of
artisanal cheeses.

     

     The intertwining of social  media and financial  observations also illuminates  the
enigmatic connection we seek to explore. In a tweet from @cheddarlover247, the user
muses, "I swear there's a direct correlation between munching on American cheese slices
and the rise of AutoZone's stock. Have you ever seen anyone eating cheddar and not
making bank?"

     While these sources may initially appear disparate, their collective implications bring
a gouda amount of gruyere to the table for our investigation. As we slice through these
diverse  perspectives,  we  aim  not  only  to  cheddar  light  on  the  curious  relationship
between American cheese consumption and AutoZone's stock price but also to brie-ng
levity to the world of financial analysis.

3.  Research Approach

To delve  into  the  compelling  correlation  between  American  cheese  consumption  and
AutoZone's stock price, our methodology was as robust and versatile as a Swiss army
knife at a cheese festival. We harnessed a delectable blend of statistical tools and data
sources that would make even the most discerning gastronome nod in approval.

Data Collection:

To  construct  our  queso-culinary  adventure,  we  gathered  data  on  American  cheese
consumption from the USDA, where meticulous records of cheese production, imports,
and  disappearance  (a.k.a  consumption)  provided  us  with  a  rich  tapestry  of  cheesy
statistics. This data allowed us to track the ebb and flow of American cheese consumption
across  the years,  from the  finest  grilled  cheese  sandwiches  to  the cheesiest  mac and
cheese concoctions.

Meanwhile, to uncover the stock price movements of AutoZone (AZO), we turned to
LSEG Analytics,  a  robust  repository  of  market  data  that  furnished us  with  the  daily
intricacies  of  AutoZone's  stock  prices.  This  treasure  trove  of  financial  information
enabled us to witness the melodic dance of stock prices in response to market forces, akin
to a carefully choreographed cheese fondue fountain.

Data Analysis:
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With our sources secured, we performed a series of statistical acrobatics to elucidate the
correlation between American cheese consumption and AutoZone's stock price. Utilizing
cutting-edge techniques, including correlation analysis, time series modeling, and perhaps
a dash of fromage-fueled intuition, we navigated through the labyrinth of data, hoping to
uncover the Mozzarella theorem that would bind the cheese and stock market worlds
together.

Correlation Coefficient Calculation:

The heart of our analysis revolved around the calculation of the correlation coefficient
between  American  cheese  consumption  and  AutoZone's  stock  price  movements.
Enhanced with robust statistical software and a sprinkle of statistical wizardry, we sought
to  quantify  the  strength  of  the  relationship  between  these  seemingly  incongruous
variables.

Grubbs' Test for Outliers:

In the midst of our analysis, we kept a keen eye out for any rogue pieces of data that
might behave like the Swiss cheese of statistical anomalies. Employing Grubbs' test for
outliers,  we identified and remedied any data  points  that  seemed to deviate  from the
cheesy symphony that was our dataset, ensuring that our findings were as smooth and
creamy as a well-aged Gouda.

Time Series Modeling:

To  capture  the  temporal  dynamics  of  American  cheese  consumption  and  AutoZone's
stock price, we dabbled in the art of time series modeling. Armed with autoregressive
integrated moving average (ARIMA) models and enough cheese-related puns to be a hit
at any dinner party, we aimed to untangle the temporal linkages between these variables
and sketch the flavorful contours of their relationship over time.

Multivariate Regression Analysis:

4.  Findings

The results of our analysis left us feeling like we had hit the jackpot in a cheese-themed
casino! Our investigation into the relationship between American cheese consumption
and AutoZone's  stock price yielded a correlation coefficient  of 0.9535807, with an r-
squared  of  0.9093161,  and  a  p-value  of  less  than  0.01.  These  statistics  suggest  a
remarkably strong and statistically significant association between the two variables from
2002 to 2021.
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Fig.  1  shows  a  scatterplot  that  visually  encapsulates  this  cheese-tastic  relationship,
resembling a slice of Swiss cheese with the holes perfectly aligning with each stock price
data point. It's as if the stock price and cheese consumption were dancing the Cha-Cha,
perfectly in step with each other!

We were gratefully surprised by these findings, which certainly melted away any doubts
about  the  relevance  of  American  cheese  consumption  in  predicting  AutoZone's  stock
performance.  These results suggest that when it  comes to understanding stock market
dynamics,  keeping  an  eye  on  cheese  consumption  may  be  as  crucial  as  monitoring
traditional financial indicators. It seems that the saying "invest in what you love" could
evolve into "invest in what you love, especially if it's cheese!"

Figure 1. Scatterplot of the variables by year

The robustness of the relationship between these unlikely bedfellows raises fascinating
questions  about  the  interplay  between  consumer  behavior,  gastronomic  trends,  and
financial markets. Perhaps stock market analysts should swap out their morning coffee
for a cheese platter to get their daily dose of predictive insights!

In conclusion, our findings provide a gouda reason for market analysts to approach their
portfolio management with a bit more cheese-itivity, as the flavorful world of dairy just
might  hold  the  key to  making  cheddar  in  the  stock  market.  These  results  open  new
avenues for further exploration into the role of cheesy snacks in financial markets and
may  inspire  investors  to  embrace  a  more  dairy-centric  approach  to  their  investment
strategies.

5.  Discussion on findings

Our study delved into the uncharted territory where dairy and dollars intersect, unveiling
a cheddarific correlation between American cheese consumption and AutoZone's stock
price. The connection we uncovered is as tantalizing as a perfectly gooey grilled cheese
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sandwich.  Our findings  not  only  confirm,  but  also  elevate,  the  prior  work  in  this  a-
muenster-ing realm.

The literature review hinted at the impact of cheesy commodities on stock prices, and our
results add sharpness to this aged cheddar of knowledge. Smith et al.'s exploration of
dairy products set the stage, but our study honed in on the specific influence of American
cheese consumption. Just as Warren Buffet Brie's protagonist navigated the stock market
while  managing  a  gourmet  cheese  business,  our  research  bravely  ventured  into  this
fromage frontier. Our results brought us closer to a feta-accompli, bolstering the validity
of the "cheese effect" in financial markets.

In  addition,  the  unexpected  muse  of  @cheddarlover247's  tweet  proved  surprisingly
insightful.  While  it  may  have  seemed  like  a  harmless  morsel  of  online  chatter,  our
findings validate the uncanny cheese-stock hypothesis, turning what was once a joke into
a gouda-damn serious consideration for investors and analysts alike.

Fig. 1, resembling a slice of Swiss cheese with the holes aligning with stock price data
points,  visually  encapsulates  the  fascinating  association  we  uncovered.  This  visual
cheese-pleases the eye and solidifies the magnificence of the cheese-AutoZone dance. It
leaves us feeling like we've arrived at a cheese party and AutoZone stock is the life of the
party, leading the twostep with American cheese consumption in a harmonious duet.

Our results  not  only validate  the cheese-stock relationship but also beg the question:
should  financial  analysts  swap  their  morning  coffee  for  a  cheese  platter  to  make  a
provolone profit? Perhaps a slice of Gouda can be the "gouda luck charm" for market
analysts as they navigate the unpredictable world of stock prices.

In  conclusion,  our  findings  not  only  underscore  the  importance  of  understanding the
impact of unlikely factors on stock performance but also add a sprinkle of cheese-itivity
to the world of stock market analysis. As our results take the spotlight, we hope they
inspire further exploration into the influence of, dare we say, divine dairy products on
financial markets. After all, the potential for monetary success in the stock market may
just be as close as the nearest cheese platter. Let's continue to cracker open these cheesy
mysteries and spread the joy of investing in what you love, especially if it's cheese!

6.  Conclusion

In conclusion, our study has revealed a remarkably strong correlation between American
cheese consumption and AutoZone's stock price, leaving us feeling gratefully surprised
and rather dairy-lighted by the cheese-tastic findings. The statistical evidence suggests
that the relationship is  no mere curd-iosity but a funda-brie-al  dimension of financial
analysis.  These results  provoke investors to embrace a more cheese-itive approach to
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their portfolio management, indicating that monitoring cheese consumption may indeed
be as crucial as traditional financial indicators.

Our findings not only open new avenues for exploring the role of cheese in financial
markets  but also raise  the tantalizing prospect  of  a cheese-based investment  strategy.
Perhaps the time has come for stock analysts to swap their computer screens for cheese
platters and trade in their stock charts for cheese graters. After all, why settle for Swiss
bank accounts when you can have Swiss cheese accounts?

In light of these cheese-tastic  revelations,  we are convinced that no more research is
needed in this area – we have churned out the ultimate slice of evidence. As with a well-
aged cheddar, it's time for us to let these findings breathe and mature, confident in the
knowledge that the world of finance will never brie the same.

Based on our conclusion, we caerphilly assert that it's time for investors to take a gouda
look at their portfolios and consider adding a dash of dairy diversity. After all, when it
comes to making a feta return, you can never have too much cheese in your financial
strategy!

Ultimately, the findings of this study suggest that a cheesy approach to financial analysis
may be the whey to go. So, as we bid adieu to this research, we hope that our conclusions
will inspire investors to embrace a more dairy-centric investment strategy. After all, in the
world of finance, it's always better to be safe than sarry.

For a deeper dive into the world of statistical flavors, we embarked on a journey through 
the hills and valleys of multivariate regression analysis. By incorporating additional 
macroeconomic and industry-specific variables, we sought to discern whether the 
observed cheese-stock price connection remained as tantalizing as a well-paired wine and
cheese duo, or whether it was merely a chance encounter in the deli section of the market.

Ultimately, our methodology was a fusion of empirical rigor and playful curiosity, 
designed to peel back the layers of this unexplored relationship. While the path to 
understanding the intersection of cheese and stock prices might have been a bit 
labyrinthine, our journey yielded insights that were brie-yond our initial expectations.
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